Dear Soul Friend,
Thank you for downloading this Soul Journey Mandala
lesson! It’s the first in a series of five lessons. Each
lesson includes a recording of a Soul Journey guided
meditation, a mandala art activity and journal prompts.
The lessons are rooted in the Four Element Theory:
air to clear the busy mind,
water to soothe strong emotions,
fire to connect with Spirit, and
earth to attune to your physical self.

Soul Tree
Soul Journey Mandala Lesson
created by Kathryn Costa
www.truenortharts.com

In this first lesson, you’ll be guided to use your
imagination to travel along a forest path to meet your
Soul Tree. Here the metaphor of the tree becomes a
helpful visual for understanding who we are, where we
stand, and where we are heading.
I’d love to personally hear about your experiences with
this lesson. Send your comments directly to me at
kathryn@truenortharts.com.
To subscribe to the full series, visit
www.souljourneymandalas.com
soul hugs ~
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Step One: Take a Soul Journey

Time: 15 minutes
Download the Recording Here: http://bit.ly/soul-tree
Get comfortable sitting in a chair or lying down. Listen to
the Soul Journey recording and observe what you see, feel,
and sense.

Describe your soul tree.
Was the bark smooth or rough?
Was the tree tall or short? What did the roots look like?
Were there leaves, flowers, or a bird’s nest perhaps?

Soul Journey Reflections
Time: 10 minutes

Take a moment to record your experience during the Soul
Journey.
What did you see, feel, and sense on the forest path?

What message did you receive on this Soul Journey?
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Step Two: Draw Your Soul Tree
Time: 30 minutes or more as you like

Draw a tree inside the circle and fill it with color and form.
Refer to the notes that you made about your Soul Journey
experience. Include any details of what you saw, felt, and
sensed. Like most images from nature, the tree form is
very forgiving and doesn’t require any technical skills to
draw a trunk, branches, roots, and leaves.
Use any materials that you have on hand. Colored pencils,
markers, gel pens, pastels, or crayons are some options.
Working small in the circle provided has it’s advantages.
Using a full size piece of paper or a larger circle can trigger
“blank canvas syndrome,” the feeling of not knowing
where to start when there is a sea of white space. The small
space can feel less intimidating. It also takes less time to
draw a smaller picture than a larger one. You may however,
decide to draw on a different piece of paper or wish to
draw in a larger space. Take a round object like a plate or
bowl to trace a circle. The circle provides a frame for your
tree to grow.
Know that your Soul Tree Mandala is intended to give you
a safe place to express yourself. It’s about capturing your
experience with color and form.
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Step Three: Soul Journey Reflections
Time: 20 minutes or more as you like

Start by spending a few moments sitting with your Soul
Tree Mandala. Observe the colors, the shape and size
of the tree. What do you see and what does it tell you
about you and where or how you stand?

Just as a tree leans towards to the sun for nourishment
to grow, we lean towards our aspirations and
inspirations. This reaching upward and outward gives
our lives a sense of direction and purpose. What ideal
do you wish to live up to? What are you striving for?
What inspires you? What are you curious about?

Name the qualities of your aspiration. Examples:
love, generosity, creativity, insight, beauty, excellence,
profound peace.
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What can you do this week to practice these qualities?

Soul Journey Mandala Series
with Kathryn Costa
www.souljourneymandalas.com

We have good intentions, “high hopes” but can get
distracted by our mundane problems that pull us away
from our soul’s path. What are your distractions?

There are more lessons for us to learn from our Soul
Tree. In the Soul Journey Mandala Series, we’ll be
returning to this forest path to explore and uncover the
core in our Soul Tree. We’ll also connect with air and
water for mental and emotional clearing and fire to
connect with Spirit.

Sharing Circle

Free Membership Website for Mandala Enthusiasts
http://bit.ly/sharing-circle
Want to share your Soul Journey Mandala experience
with others? Join the Sharing Circle. It’s Free!
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